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PRESIDENT’S
EDITORIAL
Suddenly and sadly on Saturday 13
December, Ron Dougherty NZSAA Vice
President and Life Member, passed from
our midst whilst preparing to carry out a
voluntary duty tour as observer on a
fishing trawler, as part of the Salmon at
Sea Agreement.
Ron was a valued member of NZSAA
and the salmon fraternity, keeper of the
waterways and environmental guardian.
He was a man of many talents, a teller of
many tales, a helper with many hands,
and most of all a contributor with a big
heart. Ron never stopped - he was always
on tasks attending to resource consent
matters, following up environmental
issues, assisting at Montrose, organising
ova planting requirements, attending
meetings, frequently out of town, and
finding time to slot in something for
himself or give a helping hand to
someone in need. His energy, loyalty,
integrity and passion was continuous.
Thank you Ron for all you have done for
the salmon fishery. We will miss your
cheery forthright input.
Our sincere
sympathy is extended to Adrienne and the
Dougherty family.
An obituary for Ron is included in the
following pages.
Our 2007-08 season ended for us when
the last Scotty Box or Instream Incubator
was lifted out of the water in November.
Indications for this season’s ova plant
look favourable, but probably not as
productive as last season. However the

natural spawning and hatch indications
look to be absolutely fabulous. When we
lifted the incubators out of One Tree
Swamp we were in absolute awe of the
number of salmon redds in the main
stream and throughout the stream there
were pockets of fry gathered like small
schools of whitebait in patches of calmer
water. These fish ranged in length from
4cm to 8cm and we were even surprised
to see some still in residence in our
instream incubator.
At Porters we had two instream
incubators this season but did not have
sufficient ova to plant in Scotty Boxes,
which was a shame as the weirs from the
previous season were still intact. The
encouraging fact though was our
observations, earlier in the season, of
salmon spawning downstream from the
planting site and reports from station
owners of good salmon spawning in
streams leading into the Waimak. In some
instances fish had not been seen in these
locations for a number of years.
Hacketts Stream, The Dove Hurunui and
Rakaia all benefitted as well with ova
from Montrose, which were planted out in
either Instream Incubators or Scotty
Boxes or combinations of both. Likewise
the same success was evident with
returning salmon for natural spawning
and in quantities and locations not
witnessed in previous years
So guys and girls me thinks we’re onto a
winner with our enhancement programme
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as this is the fourth up-coming season of
the Scotty Boxes and third for Instream
Incubators. The support of members is
greatly appreciated, the efforts of
volunteers amazing and the co-operation
from Fish & Game fantastic.
We are currently enjoying a hot dry
summer in Canterbury although the
nor’west rains have dirtied our rivers and
restricted salmon fishing opportunities.
Predictions are that this weather will
continue for a while - probably what the
predictors are hinting at is “look out
because there’s gonna be bugger all water
available”. The more that’s pumped out
of the ground the greater effect on our
rivers, the greater effect on the rivers the
more problems for our future. Just take a
look at the effects caused by recent low
river flows at the mouth of the Rakaia:
the shingle bank is about a third of its
original size, the stones are now reducing
to gravel and sand, the mouth nearly
closes in non-flood conditions and this is
causing residential flooding, damage to
the boat ramp and foreshore erosion.
Because the boulders are not being
flushed down the river to protect the
foreshore, they are staying upstream
which causes raising of the river bed and
subsequent flooding. Lets hope the
Judicial Bench sees merit in not allowing
further takes of water from any of our
rivers.
Our Secretary-Treasurer, Pam Ellis, has
done a marvellous job and since the AGM
has supported this role as well as the
Newsletter until we get a replacement.
The Salmon Anglers job has been a good
interest and manageable task in the past,
so we still desperately want someone to
replace her in this role. For a person that’s
had a bit of admin experience it is a
rewarding, interesting opportunity and a
great diversion out of routine lifestyle.
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For me taking on the Presidency opened
up a whole raft of opportunities and has
strengthened my interest in the salmon
fishery. So if you are the person that
would fit our admin role or you know
such a person, please nudge them our way
and do them and us a favour
Newsletter production has been limited
over the past few months and will
continue this way until a permanent editor
is found. This month’s edition is a
bumper catch-up issue. The regularity of
our Newsletter is subject to editorial input
and collection of articles. Assembly,
printing and distribution does take quite a
few regular hours each month and does
depend on members’ contribution of
suitable articles.
In the meantime to
keep our news out front I contribute
articles to The Fishing Paper and
recommend this free paper to you for
NZSAA and other stories.
We are running the NZSAA Fishing
Competition again this season with good
prizes generously donated by Fisherman’s
Loft. So if you are lucky enough to land
a salmon, do take time to have it weighed
and send in an entry. The form is at the
back of this newsletter.
Also we are continuing with the scale
sampling and would appreciate you
taking time to scrape a few samples from
your successful catches, and those of
others that you may be close to on the
river. Envelopes are being distributed
also with this newsletter for your use.
I have confidence we are in for another
good season and look forward to some
good salmon landings. I also want to see
occasional high country rains and river
flows to give passage for successful
natural spawning runs. Keep our
Association objectives to the fore and
whenever the situation warrants contact

Ecan about low river flows, irrigation
takes and any river exceptions be it
pollution or otherwise.
I trust you have all enjoyed a happy
festive season and hope that 2009 is
enjoyable and rewarding. If you have not
yet wet a line, start getting serious and if
by the time you get to read this and have
landed a salmon,well done.

SALMON ANGLERS
CAPS
Promote your Association
Buy a Cap

Ron Stuart
PRESIDENT

The caps are navy blue, with a
silver/grey salmon, orange print
and white and gold stripes.
Cost $20.

Reminder:
Have you paid your
subscription?
If not, it would be
appreciated if you could
take a moment to write a
cheque or make a direct
credit to NZSAA’s Westpac
account 03 0802 0099970 00

Each cap you purchase includes a
small donation to the Salmon
Recovery Programme.

Order by mail from NZSAA
by sending $20, plus $3 for
postage, to:
P O Box 1113,
Christchurch 8140,
or
call the Secretary
on 383 0900 to pick one up.

Adult $25 p.a.
Family $30 p.a.
Junior $10
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Ronald Alexander Dougherty
“Ron”
8 August 1940-13 December 2008
A tribute from Pam Ellis, Secretary NZSAA
“Gidday, girlfriend - what’s new?” These were always Ron’s opening words of his
frequent phone calls to me as Secretary of NZSAA to tell us about meetings he had
attended, letters he had written, places visited, or tasks undertaken on behalf of our
Association.
With great sadness we record the death of Ron Dougherty on 6 December 2008. Ron
had travelled to Lyttelton early on that morning for a salmon monitoring trip on the
fishing vessel Austro Carina but tragically he collapsed before sailing. Ron had
undertaken many previous trips as a verifier as part of the Salmon at Sea Agreement with
the commercial fishing companies. On this last occasion, in a gesture typical of Ron’s
thoughtfulness and generosity, he had made up a new fishing knife for the crew as on his
previous trip he had noted that they did not have a suitable one.
Ron Dougherty had been a member since 1 January 1973 although we know he was there
right from the Association’s inception in 1972 because Ron first appeared in the NZSAA
minutes on 27 June 1972 in connection with a planned general meeting to be held on 17
July 1972. This took the form of “an illustrated talk by Malcolm Flain and Ron
Dougherty on the Glenariffe Salmon Trap”.
Ron was a Technical Field Officer with the then Marine Department and had worked on
the Glenariffe Salmon Trap from its inception and had also been involved with many
projects on lakes and rivers throughout the South Island. For some years during his
career with the Marine Department (subsequently under the control of MAF and NIWA),
Ron and his family also lived at Glenariffe. Many recorded open days were thanks to
Ron’s efforts.
And so Ron’s association with NZSAA spanned more than 35 years, combining his
career with his passion for the river and stream environment. This combination did not
always sit comfortably on Ron’s shoulders but always his concerns for the protection and
enhancement of the salmon fishery were to the foremost and his technical expertise in
these matters was next to none in his field.
In 1992, with a change in the management structure at Glenariffe, Ron took on an active
role on the NZSAA Committee. He was elected Vice President in 1993 and President in
1994 which latter position he had held continuously until 2003. He was awarded Life
Membership in 2003.
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Under his leadership from 1994 Ron and his Committees dealt with important issues
relating to the state of our rivers and streams and the decline in the salmon fishery. This
included preparation and presentation of submissions on water consents and attendance
at endless meetings, many out of town and travel at personal cost.
Ron was also very active on allied organisations such as the Council of Outdoor
Recreation Associations of New Zealand (CORANZ) and the Avon-Heathcote Estuary
Trust in Christchurch. He also represented NZSAA in the very early days of the group
proposing the Central Plains Irrigation Scheme and he followed this up with personal
submissions on the final scheme hearings.
Ron and Tim Ellis jointly represented NZSAA on the Waitaki Management Strategy
Steering Committee and subsequently the Management Committee of that organisation,
travelling many hundreds of kilometres to North Otago for monthly meetings on issues
on Project Aqua, the Waitaki Water Allocation Plan and planning for the future
management of the Waitikai River including its fishery.
On Waimakariri River matters, Ron was involved in the Rangiora/Kaiapoi wastewater
discharge and ocean outfall proposals and the remedial works to the Jockey Baker Creek
and the Waimakariri Regional River Park development. He also represented NZSAA on
the Hurunui River Minimum Flows Advisory Group.
Ron was passionate about the health of the Heathcote River and he spent endless time
walking its streams and headwaters, observing flows and reporting pollution. Through
submissions to local authorities he successfully advocated for conditions on river
discharges by subdividers and industrial users.
(Continued on page 8)

Ron Dougherty undertaking Salmon Carcass Recovery
at Glenariffe Salmon Trap 1960s (Photo R Goode)
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Ron was a hard worker on all NZSAA projects be it ova planting, stream maintenance or
working at the Montrose hatchery.
Ron’s technical expertise was in constant demand in the role of Weighmaster for the
fishing contests held on the Waimakariri and Rakaia Rivers and also Take a Kid Fishing.
The meticulous records kept from these contests has provided invaluable research
information for the future.
Ron was an avid reader and observer of world affairs and he kept us constantly informed
and amused with his anecdotes on a huge range of subjects.
We will miss his cheery and forthright manner and will be poorer for the loss of his great
knowledge of salmon and fisheries in general.
Goodbye good friend, rest peacefully, and may all your rivers run clear and your lines
always be tight in that great fishery beyond.

The Weighmaster
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Other Tributes to Ron:
From Ken Sims, Research Officer, NZ Federation of Freshwater Anglers and coChairman of the Council of Outdoor Recreation Associations of NZ:
“Another totara falls. Ron was passionate about the fishery, fearless in its
protection and enthusiastic about its enhancement. He had an enormous
knowledge in his head and at his fingertips. He will be sorely missed.”
From Tony Orman of the Council of Outdoor Recreational Associations:
“Ron’s sincere and strong enthusiasm for the sustainability of the fishery,
conservation was always evident. When too few put their shoulder behind
the wheel, Ron's contribution became greater. His passing also reminds us
that more should be making a contribution. Ron's contribution should
inspire others.”

Ova Planting

Take a Kid Fishing
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Importation of Processed Fish Fillets from
Specified Countries
Ron Dougherty
One of the last letters written on behalf of NZSAA by the Late Ron Dougherty was to
Biosecurity NZ regarding the proposed import health standard for the importation of
processed fish into NZ. Ron’s letter, in his typical direct style, is as follows:
“The importation of overseas “fish-farmed” catfish/Tilapia and other species into New
Zealand is really outside the scope of the New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association but
the possibility of introducing a new aquatic pest or a new disease into our fragile
environment requires that the NZSAA continues to oppose such imports.
With a far higher vigilance and enforcement at the entry points we may not have had
varoa mites, illegal releases of RCD rabbit virus, sea squirts, sea fans, didymo, new
insect pests, and whatever can fall off offshore drilling rigs, etc. or has fallen.
However while we are writing about proposed imports, I suspect other stuff is sneaking
in. On Sunday 9 November, my wife came back from shopping at Westfield Mall,
Riccarton, Christchurch. She looked at the fish display cabinets and found:
Undated clear plastic bags of Alaskan Pollock $9.99 kg frozen individual fillets in a
welded strip pack.
Clear plastic bags of 4 Silver Pomfret fish $14.99 bag, frozen, labelled “NISHINDL INDIA - Packed 18.12.06, Use By 18.12.08.
So we can deduce that these fish have spent nearly 2 years in a freezer somewhere and
have come to NZ to be sold just before the stamped expiry date. What is to happen after
this date to the unsold stock? And the heads and guts of the sold product?
There is a label inside the lid of our domestic freezer with storage times: Fish=6 months.
On the following Monday, I went into the supermarket, had a look and took photos. The
Silver Pomfret fish are barely hand-sized and are being sold entire (ungutted, head-on,
all fins, etc). There is also a bulk bin of loose fish so I guess that they are sold in units or
by the kilogram as well. The packaging has no Latin name.
The Alaskan Pollock are wafer thin fillets of fish individually packed, some visibly
freezer burned. No time of expiry was visible. From what I have read of Alaskan
Pollock, it is a nice-eating fish but the flesh is prone to being infested with parasitic flesh
worms (like NZ barracouta and red cod some places, some years). This fact can be
masked by bleaching the fillets.
As an additional information item attached to the proposed importation of Chilean
Salmon I wrote of a trip in an inshore trawler to North Canterbury and return. The
dead/discarded fish too small to be marketable were:

Tarakihi: they would have been bigger and meatier as whole fish than the Silver
Pomfrets. The small red cod fillets would have been meatier than the Alaskan Pollock.
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The small gurnard would still be a good meal (maybe two or three fish per person).and
none of them would have been in a deep freeze for 22+ months.
We have the recent TV News article of Tarakihi being sent to China, filleted and sent
back - they left white, came back yellow.
Incidentally, none of the imported fish had any labelling of the identification of the NZ
importer. Is this not a legal requirement?
As to the Proposal to Import Catfish Fillets ex China or Vietnam: Catfish are
omnivorous. They eat anything, dead or alive, rotten is good. They maybe being fed
animal offal, minced or in pieces, which will not have Omega 3. They maybe are being
fed processed dead/diseased livestock. If the animal food source had been treated during
its life, there is likelihood that the residues will concentrate in the offal. Feeding this to
Catfish would concentrate residues, in the same manner that large predator fish
concentrate mercury in a marine environment.
As to Vietnam, there has been an almost total lack of any information coming out of
Vietnam. Recently, during the proposal to import salmon from Chile into NZ, you must
have seen the review from Dr Terry Bradley of Mt Cook Salmon about the levels of
chemicals/antibiotic treatments there.
For antibiotics you should also read about “quinilones” and the use of them in
aquaculture, and the spiralling use of them. Has the world found out how they work, and
what happens to the residues yet? Will growth enhancing hormones be included in the
food?
You are asking people to consume fish fillets from a country with a shocking record of
“misadventures”. The datings of the letters requesting submissions comes right behind
the Melamine poisoning of baby milk formulae with deaths. Any confidence that I had of
manufactured food coming out of China went with this revelation. If they are capable of
doing this to their own children, what would they/could they do with a product raised
solely for export?
Recently there was a Sunday TV1 programme about the recycling of the world’s plastic
containers - workers chopping the caps and labels (toxic) off containers and adding the
salvaged plastic to the safe bottles for recycling to pellets. All the rinse water was
flowing down stormwater grates. Comment from the TV1 news reporter: “And the
water flows on downstream to the fish farms.” Apparently their rivers have the ability to
run any colour that is available but you cannot see the toxins, virus or diseases in the
water.
If imports such as Catfish fillets are to be touted as one of the successes of the Free
Trade Agreement, God help us. Does Biosecurity NZ know that overseas visitors are
having great difficulty in finding a decent fish dinner in New Zealand? Why?
I met an American visitor last year and he had recently eaten a superb fish dinner in
Montana USA at a roadside diner - and the menu had the fact that the fish came from
New Zealand printed proudly on it.”
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Why are salmon difficult to catch?
by John Hodgson
There is dirty or clear water, barometric pressure and so on. One of the many reasons is
the temperature of the water, and the writer takes this subject seriously.
A good first question is where does one take a temperature recording: at the edge of the
water or, far out as is practicable? Having broken at least 10 glass thermometers, I now
find the indoor-outdoor digital ones with a 1.8 metre wire cable sensor the best and the
accuracy is amazing.
Experience so far suggests that the end sensor needs to be in running water for at least 90
seconds at about 0.5 of a metre depth. When it is done this way, accuracy is repeatable.
Some people will say that this is not necessarily the main flow temperature and they
could be correct, for in practice, this is of no concern. The fact is, so long as
measurements are taken as suggested, accordingly, the main flow variations will be of
the same proportions.
To clarify this reasoning, on the morning of 9th December 2008, I went to the groyne of
the cross stop bank (just above Isaac’s) where the power pylons cross the Waimakariri
River and I had stakes and 3 thermometers, the action being to measure near the shore
and as far out into the stream as practicable. What a surprise, hardly any water, as the
picture show , so I decided to use the deep water near the big rock.

The recorded measurements:
Time

Water temp.

Air temp.

Press for 9.12.2008

7.50 am

17.1ºC

17.9 ºC

Flow 40 cumecs

4.45 pm

21.4 ºC

Max temp. 24.5 ºC

The river flow at the rock was approximately 20 cumecs. About 50 metres downstream
from the rock, I crossed the shallow water and walked across the river bed and found on
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the north side another stream, about the same as the one on the south side and nothing in
between except for several small springs emanating from old channel ways. The north
stream temperature was also 17.1 ºC but the springs were 16 ºC.
Observations to date have developed the following reasonings: there is very little chance
of catching a salmon when the water temperature is over 19ºC. If the stream maintains a
temperature of 17ºC over 24 hours, the salmon in a suitably oxygenated hole, or resting
area, will not move up stream. A measureable catch temperature is 13ºC to 16ºC. Below
13ºC the salmon move upstream at speed. At 10 ºC the salmon could be anywhere in the
river. Someone we all know very well caught 2 salmon upstream from the Rakaia
Lagoon on the 1st December 2007 and in the lagoon, 7 salmon were taken. The
temperature was 11.7ºC in the lagoon. The next day, Sunday, 5 fish were taken and the
temperature was 12.7ºC. By the 5th no fish , the sea was dirty and the lagoon temperature
was 14.5ºC.
I have found that the braided riverbed streams of both the Rakaia and the Waimakariri
rivers below the gorge bridges, during the months of December, January and February,
have a very changeable temperature range. On a sunshine day the rise in temperature
from sunrise to sunset can be up to 5ºC and on an overcast day it is 3ºC. So, if 20ºC is
recorded at sunset and no salmon are being caught, although you know that some have
been seen, there is a strong chance you will be successful next morning.
(Continued on page 14)

“New”
For 2008

Torrix
Surf Rods
Visit www.harrisonrods.co.uk
Available from selected retailers.
Proudly imported by
Hook Line & Sinker (NZ) ltd
Phone 027 656 1077
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A short explanation of the significance of these variations of temperature is that it alters
the oxygen content of the water which directly affects the salmon’s respiration. It is a
complex subject and many are the thoughts and research programmes that go with it.
One aspect of temperature increase is that it reduces the oxygen content at the rate of
0.2cc – 0.25cc per litre with each 0.6ºC temperature increases and amounts to
approximately 2.5% of the total dissolved oxygen per litre (Waddington).
With the prospect of very low flows, caused by CPW water uptakes, the temperature of
the water becomes a very serious subject. So, now it will be good for all of us to have a
thermometer when fishing and record the temperature, time and date whether or not you
have caught a fish. It is this sort of help that is most important to prove the needs of the
fishery when talking or writing about constant reduced flows.

It is difficult to get a shore/sea temperature but the indications are that salmon will not
enter a river system if the river or lagoon water temperature is higher than that of the sea.
We have all seen the salmon returning back to the sea. The point being, the oxygen value
in the sea is constant but in the fresh water it is variable.
Note: The adult salmon will die in a sustained temperature of 21.7ºC.
For further information please contact the author.
Ref: Catching Salmon, Richard Waddington 1978.
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HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION WESTLAND
Lake Kaniere via Hokitika

Jackson Bay via Haast

Bruce Bay: Half-hour Drive South of Fox Glacier
All baches self-contained with pots/pans, cutlery, power, shower, fridge, washing
machine and freezer (except Kaniere, no freezer). All baches sleep 8 people.
You need to supply all disposable items including wood and coal for the Yunka
fire (except Kaniere, electric heating), sheets, pillowcases, sleeping bags, etc.
On leaving, a clean and tidy bach would be appreciated for the next people.
Rates:

Kaniere: $70 per night up to 4 people. $20 per person above this.
Bruce Bay & Jackson Bay:
$65 per night
For more information and bookings you can call:
The Hokitika Angling Club
C/o Hokitika Cycles & Sportsworld

Phone 03 755 8662 (shop hours)

BALLINGERS

173 Montreal Street, PO Box 8475, Christchurch, New Zealand
Phone (03) 366 7445
Fax (03) 366 3918
Jeremy Burke will be well known to Canterbury
anglers through his passion for fishing and the
positions he has held in other prominent
Christchurch retail stores. Now he complements
his expertise with the buying power & focus on
quality that all Hunting & Fishing
NEWZEALANDTM staff bring to this franchise.
Catch Jeremy at Ballingers – Christchurch.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
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End of Salmon Season 2008
by Ron Stuart
Hey its simple, we all know when the season starts with the first fish being caught, but
how do you tell when its finished?
Well for us it’s finished when we take out our last Instream Incubator and that was on
Saturday 8 November at One Tree Swamp.
Peter Robinson, John Hodgson, Warren Mackie and Ron Stuart travelled up to the top of
the Waimak, by White Hill Station, and headed for our planting site at One Tree Swamp.
We weren’t the only ones up there this day as keen trout anglers were dotting the river
for that fat trout. Even though the Waimak was discoloured at the mouth the water up
here was absolutely pristine. One Tree Swamp Stream was even a better example of clear
water, as the recent snows had transformed into underground streams and fresh crystal
water was oozing out of the banks wherever there was raised ground or embankments
leading into the stream. High Country Distilled would be a good title for this water.
Our incubators had a bit of weed on but were well covered with water. We cleared some
of the weed and opened up the boxes to view a good overall hatch and remnants of some
unhatched eggs. In one of the boxes salmon fry were in evidence and using the protection
of the box as home. The beauty of this place for ova planting is that it does not interfere
with the natural spawning and the location is capable of handling large numbers of fish
as the habitat, food chain and natural protection is all just ideal.
When our job was done we made our way back to the vehicle parked on the banks of the
Hawdon River, but in doing so walked alongside the One Tree Swamp Stream. Our
amazement was continuous as we saw countless used salmon redds, schools of salmon
fry in pools like whitebait ranging in size from 3cm to 6cm. So it certainly looks like a
most successful natural and assisted salmon hatch this season and good potential returns
in the year 2011. Another good sign of a good hatch this year is the number of salmon
smolt picked up by the whitebaiters at the river mouths, this season.
On the way up we stopped at another of our planting sites in the Porter Stream and
cleared two incubators from here. Similar results were evident to One Tree and the
significance of this site is that it’s our third successive season of ova planting. Whilst
salmon returning to spawn are not evident in the immediate vicinity we have observed
for the first time in many years salmon further down stream spawning and reports from
station owners of good fish volumes in streams leading into the Porter River and
Waimak. From this we can take some credit of the ova planting having done its job and
assisted in enhancing the natural fishery.
We’re looking good for the coming season of catch, with early sighting of salmon at the
mouths. I even know of a friend who caught a 5.3kg salmon out of his tinny using squid
bait off the beach at Kaikoura.
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Food for Thought
by Paul Stewart
Passing through London on our way north to the Scottish Borders earlier this year to
untangle my ancestral roots, check out salmon’s Holy Grail” and take a look at the
phenomenon that is Atlantic Salmon fishing on the River Tweed, I noticed the Harrods
Department Store’s price for Farmed Scottish Salmon of £13.99 kg and a hefty £64.99 kg
for Wild Scottish Salmon! Later in our travels through Europe we noticed the price in
Berlin had a similar price ratio (€8.99 - €49.99) of about five times the price of farmed vs
wild salmon. The wild salmon retail market is evidently quite robust even at those
premium prices according to fishmongers spoken to.
The ‘Holy Grail’ roadside plaque just outside
the Scottish Border town of Kelso reads:
“Most sports have their holy
grail: somewhere their followers go on
pilgrimage. For golfers it’s the Old Course at
St Andrews; Scottish rugby fans head for
Murrayfield. And salmon fishers dream of
spending a day at the Junction Pool. Where
the river Teviot meets the Tweed a deep pool
gives the salmon a chance to rest on their
journey upstream. This makes for such good
fishing, the pool has become world famous”.

Salmon fishers’ Holy Grail
roadside marker

The River Tweed on the border of Scotland and England has a deserved reputation as one
of the world’s great salmon fisheries. Since the 17th century, anglers have been sport
fishing the River for its famous run of salmon. Victorian salmon anglers enjoyed some
of the finest fishing in the Tweed’s angling history and their innovative approach to
tackle design is still reflected in present day tackle and etiquette. Fly fishing with rods,
with rods often exceeding 20ft, is allowed throughout the season, whereas spinning is
only permitted in the season’s early months. A day’s fishing generally starts on your pre
-booked ‘beat’ at 9am to 1pm, an hour lunch break and back fishing 2pm, to pack up at
5pm. No fishing is permitted on Sundays. Ghillies (boatmen/guides) must be advised
two to three days in advance of your arrival and written confirmation of your authority
where you may fish, and on what dates, must be carried at all times.
Costing punters as little as £50.00 per day early in the season to as much as £1000.00 per
day at the peak of the season to fish a ‘beat’ - if you can get an online booking on any of
the 1-3km ‘beats’ that allow just two to six rods per ‘beat’ (see www.fishtweed.co.uk).
The ‘Holy Grail’ junction Pool in particular has a wait list of many years. Unlike the
‘fish just about anywhere’ we have here in Godzone, the situation on this river is quite
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different insofar as this river is in historical private ownership and hence the number of
rods that are permitted is strictly limited. No shoulder to shoulder fishing on the good
beats here, even if the salmon are running, as all anglers must keep at least 20 metres
apart on their beat while fishing the Tweed.

The Junction Pool (‘Holy Grail’). Floors Castle in background
In this now exclusively wild fishery, with no hatchery fish of any kind, the river has risen
from a declining fishery not so many years ago to the success story of today. One fishing
tackle and outfitter in Kelso on the banks of River Tweed (population 6000) informed me
he had set up his new business in Kelso based on an estimated £20 million per annum
that salmon was bringing into the area and spent on hotels, guest houses, pubs,
restaurants, fishing outfitters etc.
The river is governed by the River Tweed Commissioners (RTC) who were set up by the
Tweed Fisheries Act in 1857. This organisation comprises representatives from both the
public and private sector including estate owners, angling associations and commercial
fisheries. In the late 1980’s with the growing recognition that if
you are going to manage your fish stocks effectively you have to understand the resource
- what fish have you got, where are they, what are they doing, what problems are they
facing and therefore what can be done to help them? And so the RTC spawned the
Tweed Foundation. A charitable trust, the Foundation’s remit is to answer those
questions; to provide the objective, scientific information needed to take informed
decisions. It too has worked exceptionally well. In a little over 10 years that investment
in understanding the resource has generated a fundamental shift in appreciation and
awareness of the importance of the river and its fish stocks, the damage that can be done
through ignorance and the simple steps that can be taken to restore and protect it.
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Information on the river, its environment, the fish and the economies of the fisheries
have allowed the RTC and Foundation to target their own work to greatest effect.
However, it is what has also allowed them to draw on funds, expertise and support from
many other organizations and individuals with interests in or responsibilities
for protecting the river, the fish, the angling and the communities and economies that
depend on them. As a result, over the last 10 years, the Foundation has managed to
attract millions of pounds from a wide range of sources, for example the Heritage Lottery
Fund, Scottish Natural Heritage, the World Wildlife Fund, local angling
associations, local landowners, other charities and a host of others, both in cash and in
kind. It has only been possible to access some of these funds, for example lottery, by
working in partnership with others and it has only been possible to do that because of the
now much greater understanding of the importance of the fish, the contributions they
make and what needs to be done to protect them. Harnessing and channelling others’
energy, sympathy, care and commitment is what will ultimately protect the fish, their
rivers and their future.
The working practice and philosophy that has therefore emerged on the Tweed over the
years is that, at the end of the day, successful fisheries management has little to do with
actually managing the fish - they are pretty good at that themselves, if you give them half
a chance. It is about managing people and the effects they have on the fish! Unlike our
lack of knowledge regarding the migratory route our South Island salmon take, the River
Tweed’s salmon North Sea route is known, making an easy target for drift netters to cut
them off at the pass. This did result in a buyout by the Tweed Foundation six years ago
of those North Sea drift net operators. Now, also as a conservation measure, anglers’ first
salmon of the season should be released unless that was their first fish ever, they may
keep the second but release the third, fifth etc, resulting in 8407 salmon being released in
the 2007 season with an estimated 3% only being re-caught!
The PhilipHaugh Salmon Viewing Centre on one of the Tweed’s major spawning steams
celebrates the the salmon’s life cycle with a multi-media display showing their statistical
survival rate, migratory routes, weight gains by month and year and their diet at sea.
How spawning stream enhancement complete with fencing, stream clearing, shade
plantings to keep the water cool etc, has made a major difference to this precious
resource, and comments at the end of the display: “As we have no real control of what
happens when salmon leave, the very best we can do is ensure we have a nice place for
them to come home to.”
Footnote: of an estimated run of 90,500, 20,990 salmon were rod caught (8407 released)
and 4850 net caught on the Tweed in 2007. This total is the highest since records began
in 1952. This season (2008) is shaping up to be even better.

‘Fish on’ at the Junction Pool with Ghillie at the ready
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HEALTH & SAFETY SYSTEMS LTD

LEIGH TOBECK
Health and Safety Consultant

AND fisherman

Phone 03 313 9114 or 0274 365 972
www.healthandsafetysystems.co.nz

359 Lincoln Road, Christchurch
Phone (03) 338 3131 Fax (03) 338 3535
Email: info@fishermansloft.co.nz
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A River Ruins My Life, or
Does Life Ruin a River
by Ron Stuart, President NZSAA
Your choice??. At the December Committee meeting for NZ Salmon Anglers we had a
delightful guest speaker on the subject of the Rakaia River. This was Bill Southward
talking to us about the effects of the Rakaia on his home at the North Rakaia Huts.
When he said they had to put gumboots on to hang the washing on the line because of the
ponding effect from the Rakaia Lagoon we all sat bolt upright wondering how this effect
took place. And yes the ponding occurs in non flood conditions.
Well just how does this happen? Is it global warming, is it climate change, perhaps it’s
sun spots. No, none of that, that’s too easy. You know what it really is? It is water
abstraction from the river and aquifers adjacent to the Rakaia River.
Why? When the river flow is reduced and we do not get any serious flows or water
volume coming down the river, the large boulders that ground their way downstream stay
up river and all we are getting is shingle and increasing deposits of sand out the mouth,
which is restricting the opening of the mouth, because of low flows. This is causing the
lagoon to backup and consequential flooding of the lowlands. Environment Canterbury
said “Oh, the river floods are doing this”, but Bill has evidence to show the river is not in
flood and when a flood of significance comes down it opens up the mouth and lowers the
lagoon and their backyard doesn’t flood.
Evidence – remember back in the 80’s or earlier when at the mouth there were boulders
as big as your head? Well today you’ll be lucky to see one as big as your hand.
Compacted pea gravel choking the mouth and at this time there is probably less than an
estimated 30cumecs going out through the mouth, not 175 cumecs as it should be. The
sea now controls the mouth – the river flow used to be large enough to control the sea.
Where has the water gone?– It’s being pumped onto paddocks, it’s being taken out of
the river system, it’s choking the life blood of our province, it’s making for an unhealthy
river environment and putting out an open invitation for Didymo to proliferate even more
without the flushing and rock movement. The other effect is the boulders are not coming
down the river and as a consequence we are losing foreshore to erosion - see what
happened to land adjacent to the Waitaki when they put the dams in and controlled the
river flow. It is reported that Waitaki Boys High lost up to two rugby field equivalents of
foreshore to the sea.
Some interesting facts: Water taken from aquifers within 1½ kilometres from the river
can have a detrimental effect on the river run. 175 cumecs at the Gorge can equate to
less than a quarter of the cumecs going out the mouth. The shingle bank was once 75-100
metres wide but today it can be as wide as 30 metres only. The boat ramp at Rakaia Huts
was severely affected by ponding conditions and it washed out the supporting structures,
caused breakdown of the concrete and it wasn’t the flooding doing this but the effect of
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the river low flows causing river mouth shifts and movement past the ramp, without
adequate shingle bank protection. The ponding swamped residential sections, debris
flattened fences and caused serious environmental issues.
Are we being over precious about the river flows? Are we just trying to protect our
salmon fishery? Do we object to prosperity or farmer wealth? No, I believe it is none of
this: what we are after is preservation of the life blood of our province through our
rivers, protection of homes and families, continuance of our natural resources and most
of all leaving a future for our Tamariki or children to enjoy. After all, it’s not just the
Rakaia that’s under siege: what about the river bed coming out of the river at low tide on
the Waimak? What about the pathetic river flows and Didymo of the Hurunui? Even
our city Avon River has been affected and not to say what’s happened to the Heathcote.
We will witness flooding in areas not previously experienced under normal conditions,
with river beds raising. That’s what we can expect in the future unless the Judiciary
recognise the need to keep river flows consistent with good practice.
Is it a River ruined in my life or have I witnessed life ruining a river? Look at the
following photos, part of a very large dossier of evidence compiled by Bill Southward
over many years of residence on the Rakaia.

Rakaia Boat Ramp
Winter 2007
Ponding, Not Flooding
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Shingle bank in 1980s at
top end of lagoon.
Look at the size of stone compare it with the
Mouth bank of today.

Rakaia River Mouth
9.9.08.
Flow at the Gorge was
97.4 cumecs

River Mouth nearly
closed - flow at Gorge
203 cumecs.
High tide seas coming
over bank.
Boat ramp under water.
Ponding of lagoon and
river water too.
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News Items
Salmon beats fish oil pills for omega-3, selenium
CORANZ Newswatch
Swallowing fish oil capsules for brain boosting, health-promoting omega-3 may be just
as effective as tucking into a fillet of salmon. But if you want a dose of selenium as well
– an element many New Zealanders are lacking – then go for the salmon fillet, say
Massey researchers. Researchers at Massey’s Institute of Food, Health and Human
Nutrition in Albany investigated which of salmon or fish oil tablets is better for people to
increase their omega-3 fatty acid status. Omega-3 is gaining in popularity for its
numerous and well-documented benefits including protection from heart disease,
rheumatoid arthritis and eye diseases as well as enhancing brain function and helping
combat mood disorders such as depression. Omega-3 can be obtained from a range of
plant and animal sources. However, the best source is fish oil, in the form of salmon or
fish oil capsules, says Associate Professor Welma Stonehouse, who coordinated the
study. When researchers compared a group of healthy volunteers who ate a 120g portion
of salmon twice a week with another group who took salmon oil capsules containing the
equivalent omega-3, participants were found to have similar levels of omega-3 in the
blood, she says.
“What we also found was that the people who consumed salmon were able to
significantly increase their blood concentrations of selenium compared to the group who
took capsules,” she says. Selenium is an important antioxidant in the body and has been
associated with a reduced risk of heart disease and cancer. “Because soils in New
Zealand are low in selenium, the selenium content in our food is low making New
Zealand one of the countries with the lowest selenium status in the world. This is an
important finding for the New Zealand population.”
While the idea of popping a pill for health may seem simpler and quicker than panroasting a piece of salmon, Dr Stonehouse says participants found the fish portion easier
to digest than capsules. She says that one of the barriers to eating salmon is that it is
perceived as being too expensive. But replacing beef with a 150g portion of salmon a
week would add just $2.50 to the grocery bill. The cost of consuming good quality fish
oil tablets is between $2 and $10 a week, she says. “Fish seems to be the recommended
option if you want to increase your omega-3 status. For people who don’t like salmon,
using fish oil capsules will be just as effective.”

Ashburton Community Water Trust hydro scheme, Rakaia
The Ashburton Community Water Trust (ACWT) and Ashburton District Council have
been granted consents to use Rakaia River water to generate electricity, subject to the
applicant undertaking a full summer ecological survey. The survey will cover 14 kms of
the proposed Rakaia Terrace hydro scheme from Highbank to Barrhill. The
commissioners have asked for the survey report in the New Year with a full mitigation
plan relating to native vegetation and fauna habitats, prior to a final consents decision.
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ACWT proposes to take up to 40 cubic metres of water a second all year round at
Highbank, for hydro generation, and discharge it back into the river at Barrhill. The
ACWT jointly applied for 40 cumecs of Rakaia River water with Central Plains Water
Trust (CPWT). The interim decision notes that any water take and use consents for the
hydro scheme will be separate from any considered for CPWT irrigation scheme and that
this decision does not prejudice the CPWT hearing outcome. That decision is not
anticipated until April or May 2009. If it obtains consents, Central Plains Water would
use its allocation during the irrigation season, whereas ACWT would use the water
allocation outside the irrigation season.
The commissioners noted that the Central Plains Water proposal was a much more
complex proposal than the ACWT scheme. “The ACWT scheme involves the diversion
of up to 40 cumecs between the intake and Barrhill for use for hydro-generation, with the
water subsequently returned to the river. In contrast CPWT seeks to take up to 40 cumecs
and use it for irrigation. The key difference however, is that the CPWT take has to be
considered as part of the overall Central Plains Water scheme, including Waimakariri
instream effects, nitrate contamination, groundwater mounding, landowner, mudfish and
a raft of other issues, whereas the proposed ACWT take needs to only be considered in
the context of its own scheme and the very limited potential effects of that scheme.”
“We are satisfied that the environmental effects of the ACWT proposal are largely
unrelated to what CPWT may do and vice versa. The proposed takes are at different
locations on opposite sides of the river.” The decision is available on the ECan website.

Meridian granted four consents in interim decision
Otago Daily Times ,3 Dec 2008
Meridian Energy Ltd still has hurdles to clear before it can pass the first stage in getting
water from the lower Waitaki River for a new $900 million power scheme. On 2
December Environment Canterbury released an interim decision granting four consents
Meridian needs for its North Bank tunnel concept (NBTC) power scheme. However, the
granting of the consents is subject to the hearing panel being satisfied with some aspects
of the conditions Meridian proposed during the hearings. The commissioners have
compiled four pages of conditions it has questioned, wants clarified or changed.
In their 209-page decision, the commissioners cover the evidence that was raised by
more than 400 submitters, more than 200 of whom appeared before them at the hearings.
The evidence is discussed, then the commissioners give their findings on what was
presented. That includes Meridian not complying in two respects with the Waitaki
catchment water allocation regional plan which was prepared by a government-appointed
board in 2005. Meridian wanted minimum monthly flows of 110 cumecs-150 cumecs in
the lower Waitaki River between the Waitaki dam and the NBTC outfall at Stonewall,
near Ikawai. The plan set a minimum flow of 150 cumecs between the dam and the sea.
Meridian also proposed four flushing flows a year for the river. The plan set seven
flushing flows. Another issue was the length of time Meridian sought for its consents. It
wanted 15 years in which to exercise the consents, but some submitters argued this
would lock up the water for too long and prevent others using it for hydro-electricity
generation.
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The commissioners have not set a time on the consents and have sought further advice
from Meridian - "remembering that we have a reluctance to provide such a long period of
time", they said. Another issue which arose was the potential effect on existing users of
water, particularly irrigators who, at present, have virtually 100% reliability in supply.
The commissioners said Meridian had an obligation to make good any adverse effects
the scheme would have on other water users below Black Point.
Waitaki First yesterday indicated it would appeal to the Environment Court the interim
decision to grant the four water-only resource consents needed for the scheme.
Chairwoman Helen Brookes was "gobsmacked and most disappointed" with the decision.
Waitaki First would be discussing the decision with its consultants and legal advisers,
along with other groups, including the Waitaki Protection Trust. The group remained
concerned about the effect of the North Bank Tunnel Concept (NBTC)on the ecology of
the river.
It is too early for Central South Island Fish and Game Council to make any decision on
an appeal, but its chief executive Jay Graybill is worried by the uncertainty over the
adverse effects on in-river values, particularly on the fishery, and didymo.
The Mid River New Applicants' Group, which represents irrigators on the lower river,
wants Meridian to guarantee that reliable water supply will not be affected.

First Salmon Anglers' Swap Meet is Great Success
Peter Shutt, Timaru Herald
The last time I saw the Clandeboye hall so full was while playing the music for a country
dance back in the late '50s. Last November the hall rang to music of a different kind
when excited anglers selected from a wide range of bargains and long-hoarded rods and
tackle that will once again see time on a river bank.
Thanks to the effort of the South Canterbury branch of the NZ Salmon Anglers, a lot of
anglers went away satisfied this Swap Meet will become an annual event. It's going to
take a while to get the smiles off the faces of many of those I saw buying.
Those who did their bit by providing items for sale are to be congratulated. Without the
range of items on sale there would not be a Swap Meet. I overheard several patrons
saying they wished they had thought to bring along their items for sale, and in my
opinion, that augers well for next year.
Maybe a marquee beside the hall will be required next year?
This was a first-time effort by local members of the Salmon Anglers Association and I
know they learned a lot from the experience. Next year can only be bigger and better as a
result of their experience. It was always intended to be beneficial to anglers and not
promoted as a fundraiser, and it was clearly evident from the welcoming spirit offered by
volunteers, stall holders, and parking marshals, that the Swap Meet was an immediate
success.
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From Overseas
Twenty Salmon Species Face Extinction
By Karen Nakamura
November and December herald the spawning season for Coho salmon and steelhead
trout in Marin, California, USA. Last year's tragically low run brought home the
realisation that the Coho population in the San Geronimo Creek Watershed is at 10% of
historic levels. As of January 29, 2008, Redwood Creek at Muir Woods had zero Coho
returns. Fears are that besides the already low numbers, the Cosco Busan oil spill could
have been culpable. For perspective, in the 1940s, the overall number of Coho salmon
was estimated to be 500,000. The number of spawning salmon observed during the 200708 surveys, were at the lowest in 12 years of measurement. On November 19, 2008
nationally recognised salmon expert Peter Moyle of UC Davis and California Trout
released a study. It's dire warning was that 20 of the 31 species of California's native
salmon face extinction by the end of the century. Authorities have found that 49% of that
reduction is due to urbanisation and dam construction.
This isn't just a problem in West Marin There are similar concerns along the Corte
Madera Creek watershed, the Greater North Coast salmon habitant and any other creek
or river watershed system in the United States.

25-Foot Salmon Makes Waves
Journal of Coldwater Fisheries Conservation, Fall 2008, Washington DC
Save Our Wild Salmon’s (SOS) fibreglass mascot Fin, a hand-crafted king salmon who
tips the scales at around two tons, was a big fish in a small Reflecting Pool this summer.
SOS staffers drove the sculpture to two dozen cities in 12 states on the way to
Washington DC to raise awareness of the plight of endangered salmon and steelhead in
the Pacific Northwest’s Snake River.
Thousands of passers-by, politicians and conservations visited Fin and sent postcards to
Congress demanding action on the four lower Snake River dams. The road show ended
with a stop in front of the US Capitol for a press conference announcing renewed
litigation against the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) which
has issued three biological opinions outlining the agency’s plans to operate the Columbia
-Snake dams while addressing crashing populations of Snake River salmon and
steelhead. A federal judge has ruled all three opinions inadequate, and federal courts
have ruled the previous two biological opinions from NOAA inadequate and illegal.
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Collection of Scale Samples from Salmon
NZSAA seeks the assistance of its members and other anglers in collecting scales and
returning them for reading. To create a continuous and meaningful record of salmon origins and
returns to our rivers, it is necessary that scales are collected from as many catches and locations as
possible on a seasonal basis. The more samples received, the better the accuracy of the results.
Instructions for Taking Scale Samples:
1.

Fill in the details on the scale envelope before taking the sample, as this avoids having to
write on a wet envelope. The essential items are the date, river and approximate location, the
sex of the fish (if known) and the fork length. The ungutted weight of the fish is not essential
but is useful.

2.

Scales should be taken from the flank of the fish slightly
behind the top (dorsal) fin and just above the lateral line.
Try to avoid any areas where there are old scars or other
damage to the skin.

3.

To dislodge the scales, take a sharp knife and gently scrape along the skin towards the head of
the fish. Transfer the scales to the envelope. Only 6 scales from each fish will be used but it
doesn’t hurt to provide more.

4.

Sample envelopes have been distributed to members and further supplies are available if
needed. It would be appreciated if anglers could carry a couple of envelopes in their fishing
bag to collect samples and to spread the word among others who catch salmon. Please do not
however use plastic bags or packets as plastic disintegrates scale samples.

Please then return the sample to NZSAA, P 0 Box 1113, Christchurch, or give us a call (03 383
0900) and we will arrange for them to be collected. We appreciate your assistance in continuing
this information base.

Upcoming Salmon Fishing Competitions
•

Otago Harbour 21 and 22 February 2009
Organised by NZ Salmon Anglers Association (Otago Branch)

For details phone the Secretary, John Savory, 027 275 0855
•

Rakaia River 27 & 28 February and 1 March 2009
Organised by Rakaia River Fishing Promotions Inc
Organiser: Nicola Kelly Phone 03 302 7257
Website: www.rakaiasalmon.co.nz
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NZSAA ANNUAL SALMON FISHING COMPETITION
The NZSAA Annual Salmon Fishing Competition will be run for the current 2008-09
season. The Fisherman’s Loft have again kindly agreed to sponsor the contest and a $50
voucher will be awarded to the winner of each of the following categories (one trophy
per person):
•
Heaviest Salmon Overall - Aquarius Trophy
•
Heaviest Salmon Rakaia - Alty Roscoe Trophy
•
Heaviest Salmon Waimakariri - Cromb & Merritt/Fisherman’s Loft Trophy
•
Lucky Draw from Remainder of Entries
Trophies and prizes will be awarded at the NZSAA AGM in May 2009.

COMPETITION RULES
1.
2.
3.

Entrants must be financial members of NZSAA and hold a current sport fishing
licence.
Fish must be caught in accordance with current Fish & Game regulations.
A scale sample must be provided.

4.

All fish must be gutted and gilled with the head on. Frozen fish not permitted.

5.

Fish must be weighed at premises where Government tested scales are in use.

6.

Declaration form must be completed and forwarded to reach the Secretary, NZSAA,
P O Box 1113, Christchurch 8140, no later than 8 May 2009.

7.

All panels on the entry form must be completed and the declaration signed.

8.

In the event of a dispute the final arbitrators will be the NZSAA Committee. No
correspondence will be entered into regarding the results.

ENTRY FORM AND DECLARATION
Name……………………………………………………………………………………….
Angler’s Address…………………………………………………………………………...
Licence Number…………………………Date Fish Caught………………………………
Weight of Fish (Gutted and Gilled with Head On)………………..kg………………..gms
River and Location where Caught………………………………………………………….
Premises Where Weighed………………………………………………………………….
Name and Signature of Person Weighing…………………………………………………
I certify that all the above information is correct,
and that I am the Angler who caught this fish
A scale sample is attached.
... …….………………………………
Signature of Angler
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